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We Must Look Well
To Our War Laurels
Residents of Princeton and Caldwell
county again have just cause for pride . ..
in the over-subscription of their June War
Bond and Stamp allotment and in generous
contribution of scrap rubber during the
first two weeks of that campaign. But
there is a sobering thought which should
be uppermost in our minds as we set about
the business of buying July's securities
quota and getting the last ultimate piece
of rubber into Uncle Sam's stock pile.
We have set ourselves and our neighbors
a pattern of success in these war emergency
campaigns which it will be extremely difficult to maintain as war's needs grow; for
with passing of time, demands will be ever
greater and our personal sacrifices always
, v
heavier.,
It becomes evident latterly that the good
people of this community are more
thoroughly aware of the war's implications;
that all realize what the stakes are, that
every adult is anxious to do his or her part
to maintain the liberty N%e hold so dear and
which, up to quite recently, we have taken
as a matter of course.
Last week we were losing the war at an
alarming pace. All fronts gave under Axis
pressure and United Nations forces, fighting with great courage and determination,
still were forced to yield ground. Catastrophe in Egypt brought stark realization that hopes of an early victory for our
side were vain; that a long and costly war
seems certain. These things make it necessary that we look to our laurels as good
citizens in the Nation's fight to obtain
money, rubber, scrap iron and whatever else
is needed for our soldiers and our Allies; for
the going is hard, will be harder, before
victory finally is ours.

Threatened Increase In
Postage Rates Means . .
"Increase in newspaper postage rates
means only one thing . . . an increase in
newspapers rates. Just that . . . or is it
the end?" asks Joe Richardson, always
frank editor of the Glasgow Times, old and
honored Barren county weekly of distinction. It is amazing so many Kentucky community newspapers have managed to survive thus far charging the same advertising and subscription rates the last 100
years. And, as Editor Richardson says, impossible to continue in the present emergency . . . unless editors decide upon
suicide as the best way out.
11\

Senator Byrd Still
Fights Federal Spending

4

i•

Senator Byrd of Virginia, Democrat, has
for some years been performing a signally
useful chore in Washington by calling attention, repeatedly and forcefully, to the
high cost of government.
If Senator Byrd hasn't gotten very far
with his efforts to curb what he picturesquely calls the Brain Trusters' burlesque,
at least he has given us many highly interesting facts about what the taxpayers'
money is spent for, aside from munitions
and war material.
Latest of Senator Byrd's outbursts dealt
with federal agencies' automobiles and
their upkeep. Here is part of what he had
to say:
"The Federal Works Agency has 982
automobiles, costing to operate $108,282,
and traveling 5,888,518 miles. The agency
has 41 full-time chauffeurs and one parttime chauffeur.
"The General Accounting Office has two
automobiles, costing only $127 to operate
for the past year.
"The Government Printing Office has
four automobiles, costing only $1,286 to
operate.
"The Interior Department is second to

the Department of Agriculture among the
non-defense agencies in the matter of passenger automobiles. It has 3,262 automobiles, costing $815,291.57. Last year they
traveled 36,060,907 miles with eight fulltime chauffeurs."
"The Tennessee Valley Authority has 877
automobiles, costing $423,000. Last year
they traveled 10,200,400 miles. That agency
has three full-time chauffeurs.
"The Treasury Department has 2,472
automobiles, costing $851,000. Last year
they traveled 34,902,000 miles. That department has 18 full-time chauffeurs.
"The Veterans' Administration has 389
automobiles, costing $133,000, with 103 fulltime chauffeurs and 330 part-lime chauffeurs."—Quotations from the Congressional
Record.

Don't Rock The Boat
We have a President who was elected by
a majority of the people. He is our commander-in-chief. We have every reason to
believe that he is intelligent, far-sighted,
capable and devoted to the basic principles
of democracy.
Now let's get this straight: Every time
the President is distracted from his job of
directing our war effort it adds days to the
other end of the war. It adds nobody knows
how many names to the casualty lists.
The commander-in-chief and his staff
need both hands free to fight this war. Today they do not have both hands free. They
must use one hand to smooth ruffled feathers and pat shaky backs and slap treasontalking mouths among the civilian population.
Mistakes are being made in Washington
today. Do you seriously suppose that a job
as big as this one can be done without mistakes? But it's time we learned to differentiate between two kinds of mistakes: (1)
those that can't possibly lose or prolong the
war, and (2) those that can.
Nobody has a right today to distract the
President for one instant with complaints
about mistakes that can't lose or prolong
the war. Let them be made. We can correct
them later. We can save lives by ignoring
them now.
The other kind of mistake—the war-losing
or war-prolonging kind—should be brought
to the President's attention by any citizen
who honestly considers himself competent
to advise. But the men whose words reach
millions of people should remember that
they have the power to distract the President enormously—and by distracting him,
to cause the deaths of nobody knows how
many young Americans in that last month
of the war.
Many Americans must die in this war,
but none should die simply because the
President had to take time out to repair
damage done by a phony public servant who
couldn't resist whipping up the populace
every time he got what he thought was a
bright idea.—William McCleery, The Newspaper PM.

War,24 Years Ago
Taken from our July 9, 1918 files
President Woodrow Wilson made a four
minute speech to America yesterday on
the war and its turning in favor of the
Allies after fierce fighting in France.
Draft officials received word here this
week that classification of married men will
be changed. They said men married for
only a few months and with no children will
be inducted as single men.
The Kaiser, Beast of Berlin, a war picture, will be shown at Savoy Theater this
week.
Greenland and Antarctica are the only
territories in the world without legally
established time.
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Berlin hailed the fall of Sevastopol (1), after desperate "hand-to-hand" fighting for possession'
of the city. Capture of Sevastopol removes(my rear threat to a Nazi push across Kerch strait jot
the Caucasus oil fields (lower broken arrow.) Such a drive would lirtk up with an apparent
—AP Tc,,•r,at
Nazi plan to reach the same goal with a thrust from the Kharkov sector (2).

PENNYRILE POSTSCRIPTS
Dispelling gloom attendant upon numerous complaints about
subscribers missing their copies
of The Leaaer, comes a message
from Mrs. Gus Wilson, whose
husband formerly was the popular
assistant manager of Penney's
here and who now is manager for
Penney at Mt. Sterling, saying to
renew their subscription to the
Leader because they read every
line of it every week and enjoy
it hugely. Former residents of
Princeton and Caldwell county
seem to be the most loyal of all
subscribers; and the most generous in expressing approval of improvements in the Home Town
newspaper. „
War, Boy Scout camps, sickness and business are apparently
in league to keep the Shell R.
Smith home quiet this summer .
News from the Smiths' youngest
daughter Lillian (Mrs. Godfrey
Childress, of Valhalla, N. Y.) says
her visit home has been held up
because Doctor Godfrey has been
ill. He's back on the job now but
still the bride of last June 10
doesn't come home!
A lot of fine Victory garden
cabbage came to town early one
morning recently tenderly chaperoned by Henry Sevison . . . It
landed at Granny's and the Red
Front store . . . and Henry bought
some War Stamps.
1114
"You made me mad last week
when you took me off your mailing list. I just went over to The
Leader office and paid for two
years, so I won't be bothered that
way again soon" .. . said a gentleman in the bank to Pennyriler one
day last week. It was the best
sort of advertising The Leader
could get . . . The gentleman was
Judge G. G. Harralson and a good
many folks heard him. So they,
at least, will believe, henceforth
that the Leader plays no favorites
when it discontinues sending the
paper after subscriptions have expired..
We did not make this rule . . .
Uncle Sam did. It is strictly
against the postoffice regulations
to send papers through the mails
to persons who are not BONA
FIDE, paid-in-advance subscribers. And, altho this law has been
flaunted here for many years, it
is bad business, does not pay, is
dealing unfairly with the folks
who do pay for their newspapers
. . . and The Leader will have no
part of it. That prominent business leaders of the community,

By G. M. P

like Judge Harralson, want The
Leader enough to pay for it two
years in advance, without any
premiums, without any "cut
rates", without any undue pressure is balm to the editor's spirit
. .. and profit on the ledger!
"And John Brown drowned in
Happy's swimming pool. Political
waters are deep, and are treacherous and full of mud" ... Joe Richardson in the Glasgow Times.
1111
Congratulations to Columnist
Richard McGregor, first editor of
The Leader, now sometime contributor to the Times' editorial
page; upon his column last week
about the new Presbyterian minister. This was a decidedly meritorious piece of work.
Neighbor Bill Pickering claims
he did a hard day's work July
Fourth, at the Elks' annual picnic
. . . M. Robards, Cedar Bluff
heavy lifter, laments she's in the
Army now, working for the big
camp over at Morganfield . . .
Which duties interfere some, it is
feared, with sessions of her
bridge foursome.
111
Pennyriler sees abundant evidence Princeton gals are trying to
save on stockings . . Why doesn't
somebody promote them to buy
that new liquid stuff with which
to paint their shanks? Mighty few
legs are really pretty, sans adornment. And morale calls for feminine glamor to be at peak just now.
/1114
Confidential tip to female readers of this column: Better buy
shoes at the July sales . . . Gonna
be scarcer and scarcer as war
goes on. And you can't wear those
sandals and slide-along do-dads in
winter!
Victory gardens are the vogue
. . . but the old-fashioned flower
gardens of Mrs. Shell R. Smith
and Mrs. Carl Sparks compel admiration, excite envy. Former has
cut more than 1,000 roses this
summer, latter has great fuel
moving flowers, shrubs and young
trees to new positions in her
quadrangular layout.

Odds And Ends
There are only 25,500 street
cars in the U. S. and less than
10,000 elevated and subway cars.
The most sparsely populated
state in the Union is Nevada,
with one person per square mile.
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By John Selby
Wide World Features

NOT EVEN A LIME

tizom mow /

Helen MacInees should be with
the British Secret Service. She
may not know exactly how it
works now, but she could figure
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little extra to live on. That
would be right down your alley.
MEMOS OF MAIN STREET:
"Tenny" Bryant and his young
dance band composed of George
French, George
Greer, Bim
Stone, Dog Woodall, Paul Griffith and the tiny package of
pretty songs, Doris Bright, made
a hit with dancers at the hop
here July 4th. They play like
experts and don't even look
like amatoors. Princeton should
be proud of that little bunch
of musicians available to hep
things a bit in these times of
trouble .
. Urey Nichols says
giving a gal presents regularly
is high cost of loving (I don't
know whether he or Winchell
used it first) . . . Congrats to
Harry and Dotty and Pat and
Sheeney for calling each other's
bluffs and ringing the weeding
bells . . . Pigo Akin, spending his
last Fourth of July outta uniform for some time, helped his
AME IS mercifully bro.-in-law, George, thresh wheat
t a lot of people know half the holiday.
d maybe when you
'ng around the cornGrand Coulee Dam contains
• g to convince every- enough concrete for a highway
good you are, you'll from New York to Seattle and
to sit down and re- back via Los Angeles.
Or maybe you'd rathddling sugar for a
The U. S. uses about 9,000 tons
und to orphans and of cigarette paper a year.

Chain Stores Unite
In War Activities
A recent survey of all chain
stores in Kentucky showed they
are leading in many National
war activities. They have made
802

window and counter displays on War Stamps and Bonds
and more than 4,000 of their
employes
are
buying
War

Stamps

regularly.
Millions of pounds of waste
paper have been saved and more
than 7,000 newspaper advertisements have been used on War
Stamps.
The most outstanding success
in selling War Stamps has been
191 War Stamp booths in their
stores.

Conservation Officers
Get 33 Convictions
Frankfort, June 7—Conservation Officers of the Division of
Game and Fish made a total of
44 arrests during the month of
May and received a total of
33 convictions and checked 3561
fishing licenses, according to
a statement issued today by S.
A. Wakefield, Director of the
Division.

out a system before you could
say "Poof," and later sell it to
the "Saturday Evening Post" as
a serial.
She has done that with "Assignment in Brittany," published
today (July 9) in book form.
For my taste it is a better job
than "Escape," which apparently
is the standard by which reviewers are supposed to judge
spy stories these days. It has
speed, solidity, cleverness and
a peculiar kind of conviction
that most spy stories simply do
not achieve.
It has something else, which is
a tendency to build up needless
situations out of coincidence
and perhaps because of the feeling of omnipotence a writer has
when he begins shuffling his
characters. Or pcissibly these
Were constructed to take care
of the demands of serialization
The fact remains that they are
well made and beautifully written in spite of Miss MacInnes'
delight in two or three word
"snappers" as chapter endings.
Very simply, the story concerns the activities of a British
agent in Brittany. In England, a
Frenchman has been located
who looks precisely like the
agent (don't worry about this;
you'll forget the improbability
in half an hour). The agent
learns everything about the
Frenchman, his home, his village,
his family, his friends, his
fiancee. Then he parachuted into Brittany, shows up at the
French farm where his double
had lived, and begins living
dangerously—and fast.
The agent has not learned the
most important fact about his
French double, however, which
is that he had drifted from the
Breton Nationalist movement into Nazi sympathies, and was
acting as a German agent before
he was forced to enter the war.
This is our hero's grave danger,
and his great opportunity. Miss
MacInnes uses the situation
brilliantly and it is good to the
last syllable. There are a glamorous female spy, sudden death,
mysterious doings around Mont
St. Michel, battles in pubs. There
is everything you need for a
long evening of escape, and by
great good luck it will also be
a literate adventure.

tique minded—he's not. But I
turned merchandise man on him
and sold him a bill of goods in
antiques to: our house. Now he
he
think
likes them. You'd
bought everything I have. Of
course I have plenty of chairs
around in which he can be
comfortable. He's not the Duncan Phyfe type."
While Donald Nelson works in
Washington as WPB boss, Mrs.
Nelson, who is Iowa-born, makes
headquarters in their big 14
room house in Glencoe, Ill., a
Chicago suburb. They have no
children.
"If I came to Washington we
would have to do a lot of things
socially," she said. "And this is
no time for social activities as
•
far as we are concerned."
Mrs. Nelson does not have
much time for social activities

anyway. Belongs to no clubs.
Plays no bridge. Spends lots ot
time on charity work—her 0VIA
special brand. Buys children's
clothes that once belonged to
Lake Forest's rich, has them
cleaned and refurbished and distributes them to Chicago's poor
—"the kind who
have
had
trouble but are too proud to
ask help." Gets more enjoyment
out of drinking coffee from tin
cups with them than sipping tea
at a party.

Gus Kortrecht, Agt.
Insurance
Fire and Auto
Capital Stock Co. Insurance
Is safe and reliable.
Phone 25
Princeton, K1.
110 S. Jefferson St.

Mrs. Louise Macy (above),
New York fashion authority,
said that she and Harry Hopkins, Presidential aide, would be
married in about a month.
—AP Telemat
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+ These ÷
Women
BY ADELAIDE KERR
Wide World Features Writer
141.....U111111........1111111111111111111111111111111

Mrs. Donald Nelson, wife of
the chairman of the War Production Board, sat talking in a
New York reception room.
"Where's this Mrs. Nelson?" a
photographer interrupted her.
"Right there," said a shocked
voice beside her.
the
"Gosh," said
pop-eyed
photographer. "I thought it was
a glamor girl."
"Glamor girl," is not the right
word for Helen Nelson. But it's
easy to see why the photographer used it. Her fair hair curls
softly under a big black hat. Her
blue eyes sparkle with animation. Her black and white suits
have chic. But there's more than
that. Dignity. Unshakable poise.
Quick warm laugh.
Ask her about the decisive
man who was once the biggest
buyer of industrial goods in the
country (as executive vice president of Sears Roebuck) and now
has power in Uncle Sam's war
effort second only to President
Roosevelt's. She'll tell you he's
no dictator at home.
"He allows me to have pretty
full sway," she said. "I'm an-

REDDY

Your food is safe when preserved by pure natural ice--and the delicious flavor and crispness is
unimpaired. Use plenty of ice--- it's economical
and dependable. Ask us to put you on one of
our daily routes.

KILOWATT says—

Open Season Starts
On Squirrels Aug. 15
Frankfort, June 8—Kentucky's
open season for hunting grey
or fox squirrels will begin this
year Saturday, Aug. 15, and
close Saturday. Oct. 31, S. A.
Wakefield, director of the Division of Game and Fish, announced today.
Daily bag limit for squirrels
is six with possession of not
more than two days' big limit.
Reports from various sections of
the State where woods abound
indicates there will be a plenteous supply of squirrels. It is
strictly against the law to sell
squirrels.

Get Aboard The

'BOND' WAGON!
BUY

STAMPS and BONDS

Add to the,. stockholders the 1,138
men and women who operate our
power plants, keep the electric lines
repaired, run our offices, etc., and our
top officials who started in the business
stringing wires on poles in small Kentucky towns. It all sums up to your
electric company . . . . providing service for some 400 communities.

from THE

"FOLKS BEHIND OUR COUNTERS"
THE BEST BUY IN OUR STORE
Th• money you says in War Stomps and
Bonds will FIGHT THE WAR NOW, will
WIN THE WAR SOONER, and will BUY
YOU THE THINGS YOU WANT WHEN
THE WAR IS OVER!

BUY ALL YOU CAN—THEN BUY MORE!
AT

"VOLKS: Of the 6,200 owners of our
company living in Kentucky, 59%
are women. Mostly they are houselOves,
teachers, clerks. A majority of the
others are small business men, salaried
workers, mechanics, farmers. They live
in 116 of the State's 120 counties. They
are about as much like plug-hat plutocrats as Wall Street is like the Kentucky
River.

I

I

bet you can't do this.
I'm getting to be an all- I
around athlete. Mother is my
trainer and she gives me
s plenty of pasteurized milk."

"rn

PRINCETON
CREAMERY

Run by Kentuckians for Kentudrians,
our organization is on the job 24 hours
every day giving you better service at
lower cost every year .... with about
twice as much for your money as 10 or
12 years ago! Efficient business management of your utility company has
made possible this big reduction.

Why Government Ownership
Would Increase Your Taxes
Socialist - minded politicians claim
electric rates are still too high. They
propose to lower these rates by taking
over the utility companies and operating
them through government ownership.
Under government ownership the
electric systems would not pay the heavy
taxes now paid by the utility companies.
Cost of government is climbing rapidly.
And tax money lost to the government
by socialization of the utilities would
have to be made up by other taxpayers.

Buy Another
War Bond
This Week

For example: This year we will pay
more than $2,330,000 taxes. A government-owned utility would pay only
$652,300. To help make up the difference of $1,677,700—

You would have to pay still higher taxes!

KENTUCKY UTILITIES COMPANY

Officials Report
Good Collections
For last Month

leader Congratulates
Picker-

4-H'ers Leave Monday
For Summer Camp

Monday Night's Council Confined Chiefly
To A Review Of Business During June

J. F. Graham, Caldwell county agent, and Miss Nancy B.
Scrugham, county home demonstration agent, and 15 members
of Caldwell county 4-H Clubs
will leave Princeton Monday for
Blue and Gray State Park at
Elkton for the 4-H'ers annual
summer camp meeting. List of
applications from which the 15
will be selected include Connie
Riley, Barbara Sue Graham,
Martha Ann Mitchell, Patricia
Ann Sherwood, Jo Anp Watson,
Virginia Bowie Satterfield, Wilma Jean Prince, Dorothy Brasher, Ralph Cummins Jr., William
Clinton Perry, Evelyn Lee CumNeal, Jimmie
mins, Edward
Jones, Charles Glenn, Blanche
Oliver, James Ed Littlefield and
Floyd Thomas Dunbar.

FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Chas. P. Brooks, Minister
J. F. Graham, S. S. Supt.
Bible School, 9:45.
Morning Worship Service at
10:55, "What Is Man?"
Evening Service, 8:00.
Choir Rehersal, Thursday, 7:30
A cordial welcome awaits you
at First Christian. We appreciate
your interest and your presence.
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Two Caldwell Men
Volunteer For U. S. Army

r(A_).(StiquhtthuEe:rdoalonislrldwillinpyitiartr.ra,k,

Mr. and Mrs. Howard
birth of
ing, Scottsburg, on the
has
She
24.
June
a daughter,
been named Laura Sue.
Floyd
Mr. and Mrs. William
on
Young, Princeton, Route 1,
Clydia
daughter,
a
of
the birth
Ruth, July 4.
Mr. and Mrs. Glenn Stallins,
Princeton, Route 1, on the birth
has
of a daughter, July 3. She
been named Brenda Joyce.

Basil buya Dalton, Crider, and
James Marvin Thomas, Princeton, registrants under the Selective Service System, volunteered for the army before the
Caldwell County Draft Board
Tuesday and were given screening examinations by Dr. W. L.
Cash, examining physician.

Childress Accepts Position
With Highway Department

John Young Brown, candidate
for United States Senator against
"Happy" Chandler, will make a
radio address over station WHAS
Friday night from 7:30 to 7:55,
the Brown committee said Wed -

Monday night's meeting of the
City Council was confined chiefBlanton Cnildress, son of Mr.
and Mrs. J. E. Childress, has
ly to reports of city officials
accepted a position here with
showing good collections and a
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
the State highway department
generally successful execution of
J. G. Cothran, Pastor
as surveyor. Childress formerly
Princeton's business in June, it
Sunday School at 9:45.
worked for the highway departwas reported Tuesday.
Morning Worship at 11. Sermbut has been employed at
ment
Collector Quisenberry a n d
In
on theme, "Steadfastness
Camp Breckenridge, Morganfield,
Treasurer McCaslin reported reSpiritual Things."
the last several months
the
been
have
In what was to
ceipts for the water department
Baptist Training Union at 6:15.
the
general
for
with
troupe
$1,926.95
his
by
totaled
Worship at 7:30. last show
Evening
Demonstration
Teter Canning
fund receipts of $3,553.38, inSermon theme, "The Spirit Of duration, Earl M. "Lucky"
Meetings Are Scheduled
cluding $1,500 borrowed from
(above), 39, automobile stunt
Christian Helpfulness."
Demonstrations for preservathe Bobbie L. Nichols trust fund.
Wednesday man, failed to make a 150-foot tion of food by canning and
service
Prayer
Disbursements for the month
at
night at 7:30.
leap over a semi-trailer trans- drying will be held this week
aggregated • $6,577.44, including
School
Smith,
The Vacation Bible
Harold
Mrs
of
homes
the
port truck in Indianapolis, Ind.,
the payment sf $1,520.00 from
Commencement will be at 7:30
Thursday at 2 o'clock; and Mrs.
and was crushed to death when
the sinking fund in the retireEasley, Friday at 2 o'Dora
Mrs.
ment of $1,000 funding bond and
his car dove under a ramp. Fred
it was announced Wedclock,
at
in
died
77,
acetyBalances
with
1.
Lane,
June
removed
Dora
was
due
Mrs.
Teter
Interest
OGDEN MEMORIAL
by Miss Nancy B. Scrugnesday
Sunlene torches and was dead when
all funds at the close of June her home in Farmersville,
T CHURCH
METHODIS
home demonstration
county
ham,
—aggregated $2,066.97, including day morning at 8:30. Having
he arrived at a-hospital. • About
Pastor
Denton,
E.
S.
agent.
she
weeks
$1,259.87 in the sinking fund.
12,000 persons saw the stunt,
been ill for several
9:45 a. m., Sunday School.
Collector's report for the last died from the results of a paracalled the "rocket car leap," at
g
m., "Identifyin
a.
11:00
week showed tax collections of lytic stroke she suffered Thursa show for army emergency reSpeech."
—AP Telemat
$1,388.04.
day.
lief.
8:00 p. m., "Conquering Evil."
Reports of Police Chief E. E.
Funeral services were held at
7:00 p. m., Youth Fellowship
Jones and Police Judge James G. her home Monday at one o'clock.
Ratliff showed 30 cases docketed Burial was at the Meek ceme- Service.
The significance of regular and
the tery with Rev. H. A. Egbert
in police court' during
Miss Olive Seaton, Paducah,
faithful church attendance canmonth with fines and costs as- officiating.
Monday here as the guest
spent
ed.
She is survived by two sisters, not be overestimat
sessed totaling $374. Of the 30
of Mrs. K. L. Barnes and Dr.
cases, 19 were for drunkenness, Mrs. H. A. Egbert and Miss Bell
JIMMY
Barnes.
.reports showed. Police court col- Morse, Farmersville; two broth- CHURCH OF CHRIST
'HENRY AlDRI(H'
Miss Ruth Deboe, Morganfield,
Minister
Lancaster,
C.
Chas.
lections for June were $234.75, ers, Kelly Morse, Princeton and
spent last week-end with her
The meeting in progress this
one-half of which went to the Graves, Farmersville; five daughMr. and Mrs. W. S. Deminister doing parents,
George Coon Library.
ters, Mrs. Dixie Beabaut, Detroit; week with the
boe, Franklin street.
good
with
Water Superintendent McCon- Mrs. Virgie Morse, Guthrie; Mrs. the preaching started
Miss Helen Brown, Hopkinsnight at
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and ADVENTURE Rules!
Hordes of Ferocious
Jungle Beasts, their
beady eyes aflame
in the dark recesses
of the mysterious,
danger -infested
Animal Kingdom!r

For Worming Dogs
and Puppies without danger of toxic
poisoning or violent after- effects!
•
Safely expel Round
(Ascarids),
Worms
and Whip Worms!
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which makes you
CRANKY, NERVOUS
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(..impor ,yo Tablets twIth :idded
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Ti ,y akh help tmIldup red blood
Ft.ildw label directions. Try It/

IN MAGNIFICENT

As a symbol of liberty. As the heartbeat of
free millions. As the soul of a great Nation.
It will. No other power can mar American
rights if the machines of this war keep rolling. But you, at home, must help . . . Not
in combat but with your pocketbook.
BUY WAR BONDS AND STAMPS every
day and help win peace and happiness again.
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cally any Inside
CLIAN EASILY in water
ing wallpaper!
t.fer use.
T
PAIN
E
CTIONABL
‘2. NO OBJE
pinto! colors.
ODOR.
S.
fur• easy a very
... room
9. TASY
3„ DRIES IN 1 HOUR soma day.
e used.
nlshings replaced
d
"on mbied
PRIMING n•ede
4. NO SIZING OR
• ,la gallons

WAT7`..
5. THINNED WITH

The Princeton

60c

bottle

You'll Need

Wedding Invitations or
Announcements

EVAP.MILK

Eldred Hardware Company
PHONE 321

SHERWIN-WILLIAMS:PAINTS

Sunnyfield
phosphated

French
style

No .2
Can 1 OC

3.1,:s 23c
Corn Flakes
Soda Crackersp,x,e„ 2 lb:, 18c I
jar 31c
Preser
ChevesesepageA: 2 59c
Loaf
30c
ese
Cream Che
Dsilolu
Pickles
32-.;azi• 11c
Mustard
37c
L
Peaches
fl
Rinso
12c
Shoe White sr.
lb.

Ann

eelr-.0_

riictk
BB

i f
lith
lb.

ror

Ja21r
Qt.

C

In Usable

No.c2
an
i2s
Iona, Sliced
or halves
CHIPSO, OXYDOL or
SUPER SUDS lg. pkg. L.0,,
Bot

MEATS

PRODUCE
FRESH PEACHES
.1:111N i
MELONS. 2 1-11) avg.

APPLE SAUCE

.1 lbs. 25e
I ears 15c
.each lc

115 Court Square

lb. 191
1 SMOKED JOWL . i
22c
lb.
.
BOLOGNA .
2-1b. loaf 59c
CHEESE
ALL PRICES SUBJECT TO
CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE
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More Old Maids
War's Aftermath

'Feuhrer' Seized

Snowdrop, registered Guernsey cow owned by W. C. Sparks,
was high producer of the coun-

girl's
Dallas, Texas. (R)--LA
chances of getting married have
been greatly lessened by the

ty for the last month's test, and
the West Kentucky Experiment
Substation Farm had the high
herd average, according to in-

war, says Dr. H. L. pritchett,
head of Southern Methodist University's Sociology

department.

He estimated there are now
800,000 to 850,000 unmarried
women between 40 and 45 in

SKY BATTLESHIP MARS GOES ALOFT: This is how the 70-tun Mars, world's largest flying
boat, looked to observers on a Coast Guard patrol boat as it roared over Chesapeake Bay on its
first official night. The Mars, built for the Navy by the Glenn L. Martin company, has four 2,000
—AP Telemat
otors, is 117 feet long, and has a wingspread of 200 feet.
horsepower

WHAT IT MEANS . . .

Ortiz Quits, But It's No Help To The Axis
bloc headed by Acting President to innocuous discussions.
By John Grover
"prudent neutrality,"
Ramon S.. Castillo. is ready to
Wide World •Features
Paradoxical as it seems, the climb on the bandwagon of the with an Axis bias, seemed like
resignation of President Roberto democracies. Certainly the "pru- good common sense when specOrtiz of Argentina, good friend dent neutrality" policy that was tacular Axis victories promised
of the U. S., is taken by most accounted an Axis diplomatic an early end to the war. With
Latin victory is in for an overhauling. the whole picture changed by
informed students of
Recently Argentina relaxed the the entry of the U. S. into the
America to mean that the United
States is consistently out-maneu- exchange restrictions that halved war, the position of the Argenvering the Axis in the contest U. S. exports before the war. tine conservatives has been inThe chamber of ,deputies, lower creasingly uncomfortable.
for Argentine cooperation.
Ortiz, in his farewell state- house of the Argentine congress,
The U. S. has been buying
ment, said he did not resign within the past fortnight has heavily of Argentine produce,
two years ago when his physical soundly belabored the Axis in at a time when other Argentine
condition became serious, simp- demanding explanations of policy markets were shot to pieces.
ly because he wished to lend his from Foreign Minister Enrique Another powerful factor arguinfluence to the fight against the Ruiz Guinazu and Minister of ing for closer cooperation with
Axis threat in Argentina. By in- Interior Miguel Culaciati.
the U. S. is growing uneasiness
The Axis has been briskly over the way Brazil is capitalizference, his resignation says that
the threat is ended and he can trying to cut its own throat in ing on U. S. aid to consolidate
safely retire to aurse his failing Argentina, with marked suc- its position in South _America.
cess. The stupid sinking of sevhealth.
Argentina has been the No. 1
Argentine
merchantmen power in South America proper,
Many faders have 'contributed eral
to the improvement in U. S.- aroused a fierce storm of anti- but American aid gratefully givArgentina relations. There are Axis sentiment, which continues en to Brazil for Brazil's outstrong indicatiOns that the pow- to grow.
standing contributions to hemisEven the conservative bloc in phere solidarity is pushing
erful conservative, isolationist
that
the chamber of deputies desert- nation rapidly forward.
Argened Castillo after the sinkings to tina now knows that she
missed
vote the demand for explanations the brass ring .There is a
growfrom the "prudently neutral" ing element in
a
Argentine ruling
cabinet members.
circles that would retrieve as
There is strong evidence that! much\ as possible by
Your child should like this tasty
abandoning
liquid laxative ant you should like Castillo has been forced to take prudent neutrality and
plumpthe gentle way it usually wakes up cognizance of the welling antiing for hemisphere solidarity.
a youngster's lazy intestines when Axis tide. The notes to Germany
Many Washington experts
given by the simple directions.
concerning the ship losses have familiar with
the
Argentine
SYRUP OF BLACK-DRAUGHT
been ultimatum-sharp. A press
contains the same principal ingredient which has enabled its older "gag" rule issued under the
brother BLACK-DRAUGHT to give state of siege proclaimed many
so many users audit satisfying re- months ago by Castillo was hastilief for so many cars!
ly revised and called "an error."
Perhaps thatc why it usually
Castillo's previous "state of
gives a child such refreshing relief siege" throttling of the press
when the familiar symptoms indilargely benefited the Axis. -El
cate a laxative is needed.
Pampero," the Nazi newspaper,
SYRUP OF BLACK-DRAUGHT
comes in 2 sizes. The introductory was curbed but little, while prowise is 25c; the economy size is 50c. allied papers were rigidly held

When a Child Needs
Laxative'

the United States, left without
The FBI confirmed earlier rehusbands because of the last ports of the arrest in Mexico
war.
City of Gerhard Wilhelm Kunze
The present conflict will leave
(above), national leader of the
an even greater lumber of
German-American Bund, who is
single women, the sociologist
wanted in Connecticut on a
predicts, because casualties incharge of conspiracy to violate
clude a greater percentage of
the 1917 espionage act by furnfatalities than heretofore.
ishing military information to
Length of th war, too, will'
Germany and Japan. Steps will
have its effect on marriages.
be taken to return Kunze to
Men returning from the last
the U. S., the FBI said.
war married girls who were in
—AP Telemat
high school when the soldiers
left. The age divergence in
Poultry Important
marriages then was four and
Kentucky Farms
On
one-half years, compared to an
Chickens are no. longer "small
average of about two years.
The sociologist, addressing the potatoes" on Kentucky farms,
North. Texas Youth assembly at Dean Thomas P. Cooper- told
S. M. U., said the family unit is men and women attending the
changing from a totalitarian one annual poultry short course at
in which the father was dictator. the Experiment Station at Lexto. a democratic one in which ington. Eggs and poultry procompanionship and understand- duced in Kentucky last year
ing with cooperation are con- were worth nearly $27,500,00,
an increase of almost $4,000,000
trolling factors.
"Strife within the family to- over the income from poultry
day is caused mainly by the fact in 1940. The value of this year's
that parents were reared in a production should be even greater.
different world, he said.
"The change, to which the
Speakers at the short course
father has trouble in adjusting stressed the place of poultry in
himself, results in conflicts over winning the war. Vast quantities
dates and use of the family car." of frozen and dried eggs are going to England, where the people
picture profess to see the inhave been getting only one egg
fluence of Gen. Augustin P.
each a month. Also American
Justo, former president and besoldiers are getting their eggs
hind-the-scenes boss, in the veerfor breakfast, whether in camps
ing of Argentina away from the
here or in foreign countries.
Axis. Justo is a hard-headed
To provide the necessary eggs,
realist, who engineered the coalithe quota for the United States
tion ticket that put both Ortiz
this year is 4,300,000,000 dozens.
and Castillo in office .
Asked for an increase of 15
If Justo has decided that Arpercent over last year, Kentucky
gentina's advantage lies in joinhens are laying 29 percent more
ing the democracies and giving
eggs.
the hot-foot to the Axis, it is
a notable gain in the war of
HUGH
diplomacy All in all, everything
NATIONAL
points to the fact that Argentina
BLACKBURN
LIFE AND
is proceeding, with caution but
ACCIDENT
"Shield Man"
ohlt4.1614,11Cr
steadily, to take an anti-Axis
Phone 682
SM4I LOS
stand with her sister nations of
YOU
Princeton, Ky.
this hemisphere.

Attention
WHEAT FARMERS

TRAINED
MECHANICS
QUALITY
MATERIALS

We would like to handle your wheat this
year and have a supply of good heavy wheat

service all makes
of cars and
trucks

LOW COST

bags to lend you.

Call At Our Office or we will send
them to you.
We are prepared to store

Government Loan Wheat
For farmers who have met the necessary requirements and desire loans.

YOUR CAR OR TRUCK WILL LAST LONGER IF YOU HAVE IT
SERVICED REGULARLY— SEE YOUR CHEVROLET DEALER
He has trained mechanics.
... He uses quality materials. ... He performs all
service operations at reasonable rates....It pays to see
your Chevrolet dealer for
car-saving service because,

Sparks' Cow Is
High Producer

vision of Csattiv
arid
.d out to
Kentucky
anglerl
ay.

for years, Chevrolet dealers
have had the largest number of trade-ins and, therefore, the widest experience
in servicing all makes and

formation furnished the county
agent's office by William Crowe,
DHIA tester for the Pennyroyal
Association. Snowdrop produced
1236 pounds of milk during the
month, which contained 58.1
pounds of butterfat.
The substation herd of 13 cows
including two dry cows averaged 728 pounds of milk. A butterfat average of 35.7 pounds
per cow.
County Agent J. F. Graham
said that according to records of
DHIA of Kentucky a cow producing 400 pounds of butterfat
a year returns two and a half
times as much cash above feed
as one producing 200 pounds of
butterfat a year, and farmers
who milk the 200 pound cow go
to the trouble of milking three
cows to get the profit That one
450 pound cow would return.

W. C. Sparks
13.

Glenn E.
Sam
.
14 .
11 .
11 .
11 1111
.Mummu4.1111.1
.

TOKYO BLASTED—Four
mod
a scaled minature
on
n
district, while others have
75 planes
lion of more than
bombing school.

th Our Heroes In T
Rob1 days again for
trn, former Caldwell
school teacher, who
,ing recruit training

Illegal To Purchase
Or Sell Game Fish
Frankfort, July 8—Kentucky
Game and Fish laws prohibit
sale or purchase of seven species
of game fish—black bass, channel or fiddler cats under fifteen
inches in length, sturgeon or
hackleback, crappie, jack salmon or walleyed pike, or striped bass, sand pike or sauger, S.
A. Wakefield, director of the Di-

A H Templeton
Florist
PRINCETON

E. J. Ferguson, Mgr.
Hopkinsvgle,

Kentucky

KENTUCKY

103-J "a"ft:r103.W
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DURING THE WM
Wia
members of the Hlliis
Central family have been inspired
in recent months by the sight of many
nevv faces among our customers.On the
other side of the counter, our experi•
AND the PEACE enced customers have been noticingnew
faces also among the railway personnel.
That's one effect of the war, and it calls for an
increase of acquaintanceship all around. Another effect
Df the war is to increase the difficulty of rendering satis.
factory transportation, and that calls for both friendship
..ind understanding.
Perhaps some of you customers—both old and new
—would like to listen over our shoulders to learn what
we are telling the members of the Illinois Central family,
both old and new, regarding the lasting importance of
zordial service, even in wartime. It goes like this:
"We've got a real job to do—and a vital and
necessary job—in the wartime movement of men and
materials. Ours is a service indispensable not only to the
successful prosecution of the conflict but also to 61
maintenance of civilian life meanwhile.
"Yet we know that when the conflict ends we must
look to peacetime commerce,industry and trovel aloft,
for our revenues. What we do today to combine CO
service with the handling of wartime traffic will in
large measure influence the results to be obtained by
our efforts after the war.
"There is no priority on cordial service, no rationini
of friendly courtesy, no blackout of a genial smile.
"The present situation offers us a twofold oPP°T;
and
tunity to contribute our maximum effort to victory
public
at the same time to build a strong reservoir Of
tangibk
good will and understanding which will be of
and worth-while value to our country and to us when
peace returns.
"That we propose to do with all our might."

II
THIS WAY
to the WAR

WE ELDER

models.... Better have a
check-up today.
•

THE ACME MILLS

-

PrerAcnt

Originator and Outstanding Leader "CAR CONSERVATION PLAN"

Stevens Chevrolet Co.
Phone 83

Princeton, Ky.

ILLINOIS CENTRAL
SYSTEM
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spent a few days last week with J. L. Simpkins and daughter.
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. C. S. Francis.
Mrs. J. B. Sory and Miss Dora
McElroy.
By Vivian Baker
Mr .and Mrs. Byrd Guess have
Young
spent the week-end with
W. T. (Dub) Defew, Kuttawa,
Mr. and Mrs. Caleb Oliver and as guests, Mrs. Edward DearPolk Young and
their
brother,
formerly of Fredonia, left Thursboys, Gary, Ind., visited Mrs. doff and daughter, Jacquiline, day for Ft. Knox to volunteer Mrs. Young, Owensboro.
Mattie Rice and other relatives and Miss Betty Mitchell, York, for the Navy.
Miss Barbara Jean Brantley,
Mrs. August Zurmeuhlen and Nashville, Tenn, is spending her
Pa.
here over the week-end.
Adrain, Norman and Frank Miss Margaret Zurmeuhlen were vacation with her grandmother.
Mr. and Mrs. George Cruise
and daughters, Crayne, were Faught were in Evansville Fri- dinner guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. Essie Rucker.
Mrs. J. J. Koon.
Miss Georgia Boaz and Albert
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Frank day.
Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Wilson had Boaz had as guests last week
Miss Mary Louise Turley, who
Conger Sunday afternoon.
Miss Martha Jane Feagan, has been employed by Glendale as guests last Tuesday night Mr. and Mrs. Bolin Robinson
Nashville, Tenn., were week-end Orphanage, Louisville, return- Mr. and Mrs. W. 0. Gray, Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Owen, Louisguests of her parents, Mr. and ed last week to begin her school and Mrs. Davis Yates and Miss ville.
Miss Dorothy Brasher visited
Mariam Gray, Evansville, and
at Union Grove Monday.
Mrs. T. R. Feagan.
Miss Vivian Baker spent the Mrs. Mary Cantrell, Princeton. her grandmother in Francis last
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Rolland
Mr. and Mrs. Byrd Guess had week.
and son, Ronnie, Detroit, were week-end with her sister. Mrs.
Mrs. Aubrey Leitchfield acguests a few days last week of Harvey Holland Ind Mr. Holland as dinner guests Sunday Mr.
the
with
and Mrs. R. M. Traylor and Mr. cepted a position
Mr. and Mrs. S. G. Wigginton. in Henderson.
Mr. and Mrs. D. 0. Boaz are and Mrs. Robert Hankins, Provi- Valley Grocery Company MonThey were called home because
day to fill the vacancy of Miss
of the illness of their son, Bob- the guests of Mr. and Mrs. Au- dence.
Lemon Lowery, Detroit, Mich., Mary Wilson who resigned two
gustus TraYlor, Detroit, Mich.
bie.
Mrs. Robert Yeager, Louis- is the guest of his Mother, Mrs. weeks ago because of illness.
Mrs. J. R. Winn visited in
Mr and Mrs. John Ackridge
ville was guest of her father, Grant Lowery.
Detroit last week.
Mrs. Harvey Holland and and children, Flint, Mich., who
Mr. and Mrs. Veldon Yandell Shran Phelps, Saturday.
TOKYO BLASTED—Four of Uncle Sam's twin-engined training bombers rain visited Mrs. M. A. Walker in
Mr. and Mrs. William Eldridge daughter, Betty Lou, of Hender- had been visiting relatives here,
on a scaled minature model city of Tokyo. Note lead plane's bombs have blasted the Lilbourn, Mo. recently.
and daughter, of Madisonville, son, spent last week with Mr. returned home last week.
-ict, while others have just been released. Twenty thousand Texans watched this
Mrs. Samuel Howerton has as
Fredonia baseball team lost were guests last week of Mr. and and Mrs. J. G. Baker.
of more than 75 planes devastate the "Little Tokyo" with bombs at the Midland, the game to Paducah at Fredonia Mrs. A. J. Eldridge.
Miss Edwena Rice who has guests, Mrs. C. Y. Williams,
—AP Telemat
bing school.
in camp at Bellville, Ill., is visit- been visiting her sisters in Gary, Russellville, and Mrs. 0. M.
with a score of 16-13.
Miss Mary Wilson underwent in camp at Bellville Ill., is visit- Ind., for several weeks returned Carver, Detroit, Mich.
Churchill Ate His Stew
Mr. and Mrs. William Heriod
an operation for
appendicitis ing his parents, Mr. and Mrs. home Saturday and left SunFla..,(iP)--Ilezman.i. last week at Princeton Hospital. C. W. Moore.
day to enroll in the Andrew left last week for Gary, Ind..
Mr. and Mrs. John RiC'e had
Hanson Monk, a Miarn.an who
Mrs. Lacy Holloman is con- Jackson Business University at
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Deboe
guests Thursday of last week
as
served with the British army in were guests a few days recently fined to her bed because of an Nashville.
Mr. and Mrs. T. N. Fuller had Mrs. Phillip, Meridian, Mitts,
appendicitis.
of
of
M.
Mr.
R.
and
attack
Deboe
Mrs.
the Boer War, remembers Prime
days again for Rob- cently. He is a native of McSeldon McElroy, Fort Knox, as guests Saturday, Mr. and Mrs. and Mrs. James Nall, Marion.
and Mr. and Mrs. Roy Boisture.
Minister Winston Churchill as a
is
by
known
but
Tenn.,
Kenzie,
um, former Caldwell
who
school teacher, who many here who went to school ravenous war correspondent
stowed away a chicken stew
at
Murray.
him
with
training
mg recruit
which Monk and a friend had
nited States Navy at
prepared for themselves.
Joe Calloway, popular son of
s Naval Training
"My buddy, a Canadian, and I
Chicago. Brown is Mrs. Margaret Calloway, serv- were bivouacked on a small
U. S. Navy, has farm and had just cooked the
t mate third class. ing with the
by the
ember of the Oldham been promoted to rank of petty last scrawny chicken left
was in the owner," Monk related.
Calloway
officer.
the
education
of
d
in the
"Just as we were sniffing the
Brown is a son of officer. Calloway was
Harbor was attacked.
aroma, mouths watering in an. Wylie Brown.
ticipation, up walked Churchill,
>> cc
accompanied by our captain.
gle, former Prince- First-Hand Report
took one smell and ate the
They
In
Sweden
Pinch
On
with the U. S. Army
Akron entire_ stew.
Akron, 0. (R)—An
Field, Miss., made
"It took bravery, I'll tell you,"
highest grades in a man who returned recently from
away
of recruits at a Sweden, says Americans know said Monk, "to take food
as
hungry
as
fellows
two
from
rationing.
real
of
Air
nothing
the
for
• ation
V. L. Folio, former superin- that Canadian and I were. It's
d school.
tendent of a tire and rubber always been a matter of pride to
the
Sergeant James Rob- plant in Norrkopping, Sweden, me, however, that I had
son of Mr. and Mrs. says Sweden has a ration book honor of having cooked a stew
. Friendship, who is for almost every article on the for a great man and fighter like
de- Churchill."
at Camp Shelby, market. A shopping trip
Three years ago Monk wrote
nding a 10-day fur- mands a large amount of bookremindnceton.
keeping and, having purchased to the prime minister,
One of
incident.
the
of
him
ing
the
all
"hand
you
an article,
a letis
possessions
cherished
been received here books you can find in your his
Harry Haney, grad- pockets to the storekeeper— ter of thanks from Churchill's
secretary.
array State College, and trust to luck."
e in an air plane
Sumner Welles is a distant
Virginia last week.
Haiti is the smallest of the
relative of President Roosevelt.
'ed a Salem girl re- American republics.
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WhereDoes He go
From Here?

Wherever
It Is.....
Back Him up with Bonds
---They Fight for Freedom.
in a nice
Tonight, when you turn off your radio and tuck yourself
e bed—think this over:
Those men out there, in fox holes, on the seas, in the air are fighting
th all their might for everything you as well as they hold dear.
Its your fight as well as theirs.
They're giving whatever it takes.
Some will give their lives.
e.ouldn't you buy War Bonds and Stamps to help them win? Its
ttiC
Y fair. Its your fight and theirs. Financial help is your part in the
hard. If
a
th sleep.nowwha we mean. Now when you go to bed, think
U can go
Okeh.
and tomorIf You can't, get up and write a check, as fast as you can,
buy a War Bond.
THICK OF
YOU'LL BE CARRYING THE FLAG INTO THE
YOUR
BESIDE
THERE
TTLE JUST THE SAME AS IF YOU WERE
LLANT FRIEND OR SON.

CALLING ALL MOTHE
Uncle Sam Says He Desen't Want
His Babies To Suffer Next Winter.
Uncle Sam Says You Should Buy
Your Coal NOW••••here is why --Defense of America and of My future will tax every piece
of rolling equipment this fall and winter ... tire shortage will
curtail truck deliveries .. . defense needs will tax the output of
coal . . there may be enough to go 'round but getting it to you
will be the big problem, if there is enough.
To play safe ... to cooperate in the defense program ... to
protect me and millions like me, Uncle Sammy has asked and
pleaded that you order next winter's coal supply NOW.
Don't Let Me and All My Brothers and Sisters Down.
Don't Let the Big Brothers and Daddies on the Front Down.
Don't Let Your Uncle Sam Down ... Place Your Order NOW.

WEST KENTUCKY
COAL COMPANY
Incorporated

EARLINGTON

STURGIS

IS CENTR
YSTEM

RINCETON LIVESTOCK CO.

S

KENTUCKY

-""
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Scottsburg News
Mr. and Mrs. Volney French,
of Oregon and Mr. and Mrs.
Jessie French and family, of
Chicago, have returned home
after a week's visit to his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Chas. French
and other relatives.
Ernest Hunsaker and family
of Chicago, have been visiting

, July 9, 19

Bisbee's Comedians To
Be Here All Next Week
Bisbee's Comedians, with J. C.
Bisbee again restored to health,
opens a full week's engagement
Brown's
next Monday night at
the
lot under the auspices of
Concluding
Legion,
American

YOU can get a loan on your own SIGNATUR1
are steadily employed. Money -t o 1 ily the
need, pay summer bills, or for a much
nee
oded
furlough", is available the same day you apply
106'/2 Market St.
Princeton, Ky. -

Phone
470

Maurice

here.
Miss Mildred Ladd who is attending Lockyear Business College at Evansville, spent the
"Fourth" with her parents, Mr.
colm, Mabel Clifford, George A Safe Place
and Mrs. Tilford Ladd.
Hoffman and xylophone duet of To Hatch Duckys
Mr. and Mrs. Jessie Phelps,
1.1
of South Princeton, visited at
Emmett and Mildred Layne.
inee.Albert
the home of their son, Herschel
Title of Opening play is "It duck perched atop hi
Phelps last Monday.
Happened To Adam and Eve." provided a farmer
Mrs. G. W. Hardwick and son,
Ladies are to be admitted free pet and a
clue to 47
Clyde, of Princeton, went to
opening night, if accompanied
wouldn't work after
Hopkinsville Saturday to visit
by adult ticket.
Mrs. Clyde Hardwick who unabsence. Nine feet
derwent a major operation at
The east coast of North Amer- chimney was a nit
Jennie Stewart Hospital last
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Scottsburg school opened last Eleanor
Monday with a large enrollment. Maxine Lee, Paul Herbert, Dixie
Herbert, Leslie Lyle, Opal DaiDon't take less than one Miss Glenn Owen is teacher.
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Hoover,
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United States and its allies are when he is busiest.
field, Ohio.
waste fat furnish enough glyc- 12 billion pounds.
Don't use glass or paper con- relatives.
to call made by Comp
Miss June Ladd has gone to Published in Response
Mr. and Mrs. George Markoff
anti-tank
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erine to fire
America is said to waste two tainers. (They want to process
Ind.
Evansville,
Section
under
5211, I% S. Revised
from
had
Mansvisitors
Currency,
shells. That's why collecting billion pounds of reclaimable the fat right in the container, recently
grease from your kitchen puts it fats in the kitchen each year. and only metal ones are suitASSETS
out of the frying pan into the Meat experts say the average able.)
1 Loans and discounts (including $43.55 oyerdraftsii
firing line.
Don't let fats get rancid and
cook wastes half the fat con2 United States Government obligations, direct al
Ten pounds of fat make about tent of beef and veal, four- thereby destroy glycerine con4 pounds of glycerine, and fifths of mutton and lamb, three- tent.
1
2/
guaranteed
3. Obligations of States and political subdivisions....
860 pounds of glycerine make fifths of pork and a fourth of
one ton of nitroglycerine. It takes the poultry fat.
4. Other bonds, notes, and debentures
Russian Symphony
about three pounds of nitro5. Corporate stocks (including $2,250 stock of Federal
If you want to do semething Sent Here On Film
glycerine to make four pounds about this,( clip the following
Reserve bank)
New York (FP)-They boiled
The present free government insurance expired at midnight,
of dynamite. That's the reason notice from the War Production 231 pages of sheet music down
6. Cash, balances with other banks, including resem
ent fire policy will not in any manner cover a fire as reyour kitchen becomes an arsen- Board:
balance, and cash items in process of collection....
to 100 feet of microfilm for the
quired to carry his own war damage insurance. Your presal when you save things like Save Waste .Fats and Grease transmission of Dmitri Shostako7. Bank premises owned $25,500.00; furniture and
bacon grease and sell them to
ent fire policy would not in any manner cover a fire as revich's Seventh Symphony from
What:
tures $8,000.00
of the war. Investigate this war insurance NOW and
your butcher. (Prices vary in
sult
York
I. Pan drippings from roast Kuibyshev, Russia, to New
8. Real estate owned other than bank premises.......
different parts of the country.) ham, beef, lamb, poultry.
protect your property.
...
for its first western hemisphere
9. Investments and other assets indirectly repre7t.a
Oul in Chicago, housewives
2. Broiler drippings from performance.
bank premises or other real estate
FULL
DETAILS
ARE
HERE
saved 75,000 pounds of fats a steak, chops, veal and bacon.
Because of its bulk and the
10. Customers' liability to this bank on acceptances out.
REGARDING WAR PROTECTION
week in an >experimental cam3. Deep frying fats (animal difficulty of taking it through
standing
paign. Now the government is or vegetable) from fried pota- the Russo-German battle areas,
Extent of Protection-Indemnity is provided against
11. Other assets
to
fats
of
extending the salvage
direct physical loss or damage by enemy attack, including
the score was put on microfilm
toes, fish, doughnuts, etc.
12.
Total Assets
everybody's kitchen to collect
any action taken by the military, naval or air forces of
and sent by plane to Teheran,
How:
500,000,000 pounds, in a camthe United States in resisting enemy attack.
LIABILITIES
1. Strain fat into clean, wide- Iran.
•
paign starting early in July.
Types of properties that may be covered-Property
From there, it was taken by
mouthed can through fine mesh
13. Demand deposits of individuals, partnerships, ani
Here are the reasons:
at fixed location on land, live stock, aircraft, automobiles,
or cloth strainer to keep out automobile to Cairo, and then to
.
War in the Pacific reduced meat particles, etc
corporations
New York by another plane. In
registered mail, and express shipments, money and seimports of fats and oils. The colleted.
14. Time deposits of individuals, partnerships, and or
curities, vessels and cargoes in inland waters under cerNew York, the score was rePhilippines furnished one-third
-porations
tain conditions, yachts, goods in transit.
2. Keep can of grease in re- printed on special positive paper,
of our imports of both edible frigerator or other cool place and prepared for orchestral use.
15. Deposits of United States Government (include{
Exclusions-Does not cover looting and similar crimes,
and inedible fats.
postal savings)
-until one pound (no less) is col- It will be broadcast by the NBC
neglect of policyholder to take reasonable steps to protect
la. Deposits of States and political subdivisions...-.
lected.
Symphony Orchestra July 19,
his property and confiscation and similar seizure by U. S.
....
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under the direction of Arturo
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peppier and seem youegar. Ants very day.
----23. Other liabilities
to 75 cents, depending on type of property and type of
For sales at all good drug stores
------•
24.
Total Liabilities
construction.
everywhere - in Princeton. at
For dwelling of less than five family type, including
Wood Drug.
CAPITAL ACCOUNTS
pleasure automobile and farm properties, including live
25 Capital Stock:
stock and implements, the rate is 10 cents. In connection
--------•
with dwellings and farms there is no requirements as to the
Common stock, total par
26. Surplus
amount of insurance that must be purchased In relation to
--------27. Undivided profits
the value of the property in order to avoid being paid less
------28. Reserves
than "par" in the event of loss. On most other types of
---------29.
Total Capital Accounts
property, insurance to 50 percent of the value of the property must be purchased, or in the event of loss the recovery
30. Total Liabilities and Capital Accounts--------will be limited to the proportion of the loss which the
amount of insurance carried bears to the amount of insurance that should have been carried. If 80 percent insurance
to value is purchased the rate is 30 percent lower; 90 pered) (book value
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lIri)
M
.
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Most Beautiful Tent Theater in America
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-------------------------------uredTolitalbilities:
'
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HIGH CLASS PLAYS, VAUDEVILLE
Roadbeds and trackage
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Featuring Rube Brasfield, The South's Favorite
Floaters for movable property
assets linc Di
(b) Borrowings secured by pledged
Comedian ... Mahala, Master Magician, Will
(with 100% coinsurance
agreerhen
repurchase
ing rediscounts and
Mystify You With His Illusions. See Him
mandatory)
And Your Strength and
25c
(c) Other liabilities secured by pledged assets-Float A Local Girl in Mid-Air.
Property in transit
Enemy Is Below Par
3c
(d)
Total -----------------------------It may be caused by disorder of kidFerries, commercial hulls,
may function that permits! poisonous
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waste to aocuseartete. Pet truly many
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above
Three Acts of Human Interest and Four Acts of Feat
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and belief.
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J. R.
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Men,Women Over 40
Don't Be Weak, Old
Feel Peppy, Years Younger

ZEMACOL

COMING!

Bisbee's Comedians
PRINCETON
ONE WEEK

Monday Night, July 13th.

WOOD DRUG CO.
When Your
Back Hurts

Sometimes frequerst end scanty urination with smarting and burning is another sign that somorting is wrong with
the kidneys or bladder.
prompt
There should
treatment Ill whew than neglect.
Doan's PIU. It Is better to rely on a
medicine that has won countrywide approval than on something 11.1 favorably
known. Doow's have been tried and tested many rears. Arc M all drug stores.
Get Dorms today.

he no doubt that

DOAN'S PILLS

Admission: Children 11c - Adults 30c
(Including State and Federal Tax)

LADIES FREE OPENING NIGHT
When Accompanied By Paid Adult Ticket

AUSPICES-AMERICAN LEGION

ALL PREMIUMS ON WAR DAMAGE POLICIES
"MUST BE PAID WHEN APPLICATION IS MADE
MINIMUM PREMIUM-$3.09

SERVICE INSURANCE AGENCY
S. HARRISON ST.

TELEPHONE 490
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State Employers Fairview News
Saved $1,140,000

Mr. and Mrs. Verdie Jenkins
and little son and Mr. Otis McCormack spent Sunday with Mr.
and Mrs. Clifton Ortt and sons.
Mrs. Garvin Pinnegar and
children called on Mr. and Mrs.
Charlie Boyd Saturday night.
Mr. Guy Smith was in Princeton Saturday.
Miss Beatrice Jockerson spent
the week-end with her parents.

(By Mrs. John Thompson)
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REV. SMITH STRONGLY
ENDORSES RETONGA

4-H Camp Program
Stresses War Work

BUY STAMPS . . BUY BONDS!

DEPENDABLE
INSURANCE

-

John E. Young. Agt
Phone U
Princeton, Ky.

Not a Contrioution

The Lassen volcano, in northern California, is the only rethe
cently-active volcano in
United States.

Comfort
Convenience
of your lifel
with a flip of your finger! Imagine shortening thosel
hours of labor to the few minutes it takes to put in dry,
soiled clothes, set a dial and take out clean, damp-dry ,
linagifie tuning "washday" right one

(book value)
ations, di
deposits
_.....
deposits
and bills re'
der rep'

clothes ready for the line. LaunderiRingte 'week's wash
can be as easy as that—with the Bendix doing the work
You used to do!

THIS DIAL fl> C)

Mud
rcisc of
purpose eth
..............

DOES ALL THE WORK?
)
!
suds
WASHES Automatically lifts and .1.ops clothes throes*
action. -

------------------------

RINSES

assets P
------assets ancl
agreernee°
ed assets-- ----ss
-nameel ba2:14

scrubbing them gently by a "tumble"

THREE SEPARATE TIMES

lothes are automatically rinsed 3 don In clean,
fresh water—flusbing out all dirt and soap curds
thoroughly.

DAMP-DRIES
Clothes are automatic-0'4 whii lad dansp-drr--teady
for the line.

NATCH

IT

the best

WASH

j, B.
this 7th cla1

TODAY

'
,TENKB6
_-ArrEST
ELDRED'

YOUR OLD WASHER MAY
HAN COVER THE,
MO:.
2
DOWN PAYMENT '
Come in tot a demonstration—see how lit-de it costs tu own a Stadia Horne Laundry!

HAYES HARDWARE STORE
%ion Springs, Ky.

Telephone 5811

SUPPLY VERY. LIMITED!

Complete Service
And, of course, a cordial receptioni
and careful attention to your entertainment during your stay are yours,
always, at

THE

KENTUCKY
HOTEL
Louisville's newest and most centrally located home-away-from
polis.
home, in Kentucky's metro
idea
... Prices will oonform to your
service
of moderate charges for
rendered.
Write
TURNER MILAM,
Assistant Manager,
For Re.servation

Remember! . . . . This is a Bargain

WHY IS THIS GREATEST VALUE YOU'VE EVER BEEN
ABLE TO BUY?
Because . . . it offers a guaranteed investment that pays dividends
in both cash and future peace and security —and it's the
only thing on earth we can do collectively to insure the security
of Liberty and Freedom!
WHY SHOULD EVERYONE BUY THEM?
Because they represent the greatest dollar-for-dollar
ever offered in this or any other store!
WHY SHOULD WE SELL THEM?
Because we believe it's essential for self-preservation
every dollar's worth you buy is a wallop at the Axis!

value

and

WHY DO WE PRINT THIS AD?
st
Because we've always believed in giving the public the greate
possible value and we can't think of anything we've ever sold
that approaches the value of United States War Savings Bonds
and Stamps!

Best Buy On Earth
25.00 value S18.75

Finkel's Fair Store

•

The Princeton Leader, Princeton, Kentucky
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Brown Running
tone Wolf Race
Against Chandler
First District Appears
Apathetic Toward
"Scandal" Candidate;
Thomas Endorsed

Hatcher Asks That
Soldiers Be Allowed
To Come Home To Vote
(By Associated Press)
Frankfort.—Pointing out that
Kentucky has no absentee voters' law, Secretary of State
George Glenn Hatcher suggested
Tuesday that where possible
without interfering with war

Miss Mabel 'Johnston, former
secretary at McConnell Electric
Company and employe at Camp
Breckinridge, Morganfield, the
last several weeks, will start
work as clerk at the old age
assistance office July 9, it was
reported Tuesday She will work
in the office at the courthouse.
Miss Johnston passed a merit
examination last Spring and was
notified from Frankfort she has
been selected for the job here.
The position was formerly held
by Miss Elizabeth Soper ,Paris.

Draft Of Registrants
Deferred Because Of
Minor Disabilities
Will Start August 1

work service men and defense
workers be allowed to come
Men here and in the county
(By GI
: M P.)
home to vote. Hatcher said his deferred from the army because
offor
No candidate 'ever ran
suggestion applied to those sta- of minor physical defects and
tee in Kentucky with such tioned near enough to make the placed in class 1-B will start
total lack of organized support trip. He said his suggestion was getting calls to service August
.as will John Y. Brown if he re- prompted by numerous inquiries 1, it was announced this week.
mains in the race against Hon. from army officials as io whethto
They will be assigned
A. B. Chand14 for the Demo, er Kentuckians could vote by
limited duty in which their de(Continued from page 1)
oratic nomination to the U. S. mail.
fects will be no serious handiSenate and, as both Brown and
four
pals is Mr. Piercy, an excap. They will take places of
Chandler have said they will
men in good physical condition pert gunsmith and a good shot
aot take the Stin, a Politically
who can go into eactual combat who can still kill a squirrel
lot July Seeind'imlikelY.
duty, an army annquncement from a goodly distance. He was
Down here.' '.the •Pennyrile
said.
born in liogan county but came
and in the' Pterttase,- the genCaldwell county Selective Serthat
erally exPreligieleetipinicin'''ia
to
Caldwell while a boy. Among
not
said
they
did
vice officials
-Brown must reveal' something
Caldwell Enlistments
know how many men here be- his good friends of the past, of
more darria#4'.' 'to ''"happy"
long in the class but it is esti- whom he talks with fondness,
Are Low During
Petit the
Than the
mated several hundred are eligi- are Mr. Lafoon
and
R. L.
Last Few Weeks
'senator addids "VAS' 'a ''"stupid"
ble for the "limited service."
Gresham. Mr. Piercy still works
witstake beflife he Jifl lial;e any
The 1-B draftees will be as- on guns and shoots regularly.
Due to the methods of World
of
sinee of
War'II,* the Navy needs men signed to corps area 'service, war He is" a crack shot with a rifle
'attention
for
!bolding the, Publici
badly and it is the duty of some department organization or oth- from the hip and often longs to
Caiiire than a'''.iiassing interval,
of Princeton and Caldwell coun- er posts When called, they will use his talent against his one
s''busy are 'itiOSt citiienk with
ty boys going into service to be re-examined and if found enemy, the Nazis.
their effortS• td,'heip l'whi'.the war.
choose this branch for duty, qualified for combat duty will
Mr. Holland was born in Calqiien
Judge Thth
Recruiting Officers Nelson and be ordered to the regular army. loway county, in 1860, and was
Lawyers' BtidOiaentent
McKee, who work here two
The army said it will accept a friend of Nathan Stubblefield,
And there is''eVeri''las`Mierfor limited service men:
days a week, said Wednesday.
credited with inventing radio.
diseat in the . Fiiat'
They said enlistments here,
Whose weight and chest cir- He once served in the Legislatrict in a •htile eiiiiteat' belively immediately after out- cumference do not meet 1-A ture and was justice of the
tween Attorney'jterieral Hilbert
break of the war, has fallen off standards but do not fall in peace and deputy sheriff down
Meredith and j'ildge 'Augustus
alarmingly Part of the ebbing Class 4; who have minimum 20- in the purchase before moving
ThOmas fot the 'l'atter's place on
response is due to a drainage of 400 sight in one or both eyes if here. He is the most active of
the bench Of'the' Court of Apmanpower, they spid, but some correctible with glasses to 20- the quartet and has more enpeals. Few lawiPers 'favor Mereis due to 'unawareness of the. 40 in either eye; whose hearing durance than most men half his
dith on the bench;'and as concountry's real need of the navy. in one or both ears is not less age. He was 'mowing his pretty.
crete evidence* of this; several
The veterans of the seas who than 5-20, with complete deaf- lawn whembadkosted by this rebar association Of 'the district
work this district continuously ness in one ear permitted if porter. He numbers among his
lave adopted restitutions endorsto furnish men to the ocean hearing in the other is 10-20 or best friends of years gone by
ing Judge Thennik Air reelection,
forces said, "Young men should petter; who have
insufficient such men as Gov. J. Proctor
more are rePOirikd 'ready to do
stop and think before joining teeth if the defect is correctible Knott, James B. Beck, Gov. E. P.
Jo this week. '
• •
the service just where they're hy dentures.
Morrow, Governor Buckner and
Several newaPapers of this
Draft Board Clerk
Hubert Judge C. S.. Blackburn.
district printed editorial endorse- needed most. In whose hands
The old fellows are friendly
ments of the :Maylittid jurist would Midway, Australia or the Young said yesterday the list
Hiawaiian Islands be today if for the July contingent, expect- with everybody and have all but
Bisi week,'With' the anore exit weren't for Uncle Sam's sea- ed to be the largest draft of adopted Mark Wheeler, K. U.
pected to be Made Virtually
going forces?"
manpower in the history of appliance expert, and Dr. W. L.
snanimous
10111it's issues
sf4tie conntinitt# 4i14411111 itt vir- his financial backing than about Caldwell county, may be ready Cash, mayor. They depend upon
for announcement next week. He Mark and the mayor to help
Sally everY.
whether Happy's swimming pool
In the 'PuittaSe especially, cost $1,500 or $10,000, as Brown said the exact number to go, them unravel the world situapreviously reported to, be about tion.
which clainis'Itidge Thomas for charges.
70 or 80, has not been determinAnd for .I'rincetonians, the
* own, the"Viiiiment seems
Indications are that, whereas
four old comrades are an exoverwheIrriinklhAt he long and the Brown and Meredith candiample of lives well spent and
Jefticient recl&d: bt the Mayfield dacies made political circles buzz
Miss Estelle Lester left Sat- of how to get happiness from
Jurist on' die Slate's highest for a few days . . . largely becourt should"lie''•endorsed by cause both entries came as a urday for Patterson, Mo., where living after youth has been left
behind.
the people 'of the district. An- shocking surprise when Demo- she is visiting relatives.
other factor Is ',that Mr. Mere- cratic leaders, from Washington
dith lives too far a*ay, on the to the smallest voting precinct
*extreme eastern edge of the in Kentucky, believed there
da.strict, proPeily. to represent would be no political war in
SEE
lie counties'bekier 'the rivers.
this State this year, interest has
Who Is PaYbig" For
4
sunk low.
Brown's Agigtetbang
Some observers are inclined
There is
speculation to believe Meredith's entry, by
'Sere, as elsewhere in Kentucky, friends, against Judge Thomas
About source
financial back- is
merely another
publicity
ing for the former CIO attorney, scheme in an effort to build the
who resigned his $9,000-a-year Greenville man into a possible
jib with the United Mine Work- gubernatorial
candidate
next
ors to enter the lists against year.
Senator ChSndler. Sam Caddy,
Last week, Chandler headFOR
dead of the miners'.organization, quarters was opened in Franks among the numerous power- fort with Robert Humphreys,
id Democratic leaders to pledge Mayfield, as campaign chairman
mipport of Chandler, his state- and Charles G. Franklin, Madiment having been emphatic that sonville, co-chairman. Pledges of
lie UMW would not finance support from outstanding citizens
3rown this year.
and political leaders continued
Since such 'a statewide cam- to pour in to Senator Chandler's
paign as Brown has announced office at Washington, his home
de will wage .
in newspapers in Versailles and the newly open.and via radio, means very large ed headquarters, Mr. Hurnphreys
Anancial outlay, and since the reported this week.
Can also supply your needs for War Damage
Brown newspaper advertising,
Senator Chandler's statement,
which has appeared in every made
immediately
following
Insurance
newspaper coming into this sec- Brown's announcement, that he
Ion the last two weeks, runs would remain in Washington to
Mto big money; the public is devote his time to important war
117 W. Main St.
Phone 54
speculating more about where duties, was reiterated by his
:he ex-CIO attorney is getting campaign chairman this week.

Old Pals

Young Men Urged
To Join U. S. Navy

a

C. A. WOODALL
Insurance Agency

Baptists To Hear
Chinese Missionary

WPA.Work Here

Mabel Johnston Accepts
Clerk's Position Here

Men In Class
1-B To Be Called
For limited Duty

sLtiletiat?iliie
With
local
it'aletrfltialr8W
keell
t
level
oweliiihealtt. Wee
'
day's auction sales k
;
were sold, it Was ;
as
Princeton
Livestock
Tuesday,

(Continued from page 1),
effort by WPA to reopen the
projetct next month. County Attorney George Eldred and Judge
Stephens also appeared before

Miss Lorene Tilford, missionary to China until the war started, will speak to women of
Princeton First Baptist Church
next Tuesday at 3 o'clock, it was
announced Wednesday. Miss TilMadisonville WPA officials on ford will relate some of her ex- velopments
in China I
periences in the Orient and de- to the war
behalf of the road project.
Grove-Webster 111111111111111110*
Shady
The
connects

highway

Princeton-

Shady Grove Road with Wilson
Warehouse Road by way of Old
Quinn. It will be surfaced with
gravel find be about six miles
long.
Mrs. McBride said there is no
immediate shortage of labor for
WPA in Caldwell county and
that numerous applications made
by women are on the waiting
list if projects where they can
work are opened.
She said about 135 persons
are working on WPA now. Women are employed on a canning
project for
Eastside
School
lunchroom and in the Caldwell Rationing Office and several men are working in Princeton on street construction. A
number of Caldwell men are
employed through the local referrel office at Ft Knox.

Wanted
DEAD STOCK
HORSES, CATTLE, SHEEP AND HOGS .
..

We Pay All Phone (

Phone 423

Princeton

KENTUCKY RENDERING WORKS

FRESH T9T
AToE
c
'i

— Everything for picnics including plates, napkins, pickles, olives, can and
=
luncheon meat, potato
=— money all the time. chips, crackers, cakes, peanut butter, etc. More for
Hawaiian

Cakes
lb.'J9
Kremel Dessert.::::ed pkg5(
Spci & .Span the
23
Soup
2 ....15c
Creme

perfect

pkg.

cleaner

Campbell's
Tomato

GREEN BEANS--Nancy Lee Cut,
extra special price—
No. 2 can 10

Mustard Greens 3 No 225
And Cured Meat

CLUB BEEF STEAK
1—
= from corn fed beef

INSURANCE

Coffee

lb 1

12-oz cello-

phane pkg.

•

large quart

Armour's Cooked

12-ot
can 11

with gravy

Small

large

Can

can

Fresh Fruit And Vegetables

35( Fresh 'Tomatoes
28( Carrots
.b. 18/i l
Grapefruit
emons

360 size

lb. 117

lb.

hunch

do2.1

large sige
each

Everybody's favorite vegetable, used in many ways including delicious
priced mqch lower, quality splendid.

I

RED FIROINT
CASH & CARRY STORES

fi
=111111111111111111111111111101111111111011111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111I111 111111111111

PRINCETON SHOE COMPA
Clearance Sale Of Summer Shoes

trtign
N°
Sw

All Men's,liVonien's and Children's Summer Shoes
Now On Sale.
Now Is Your Chance To Buy Quality Shoes On Sale Right In The Heart Of The
Season. Don't Miss It!
0

tyndBoard

Ordered

tocmalelnmbaerrfoie.rde
orders
taking
the Arm
gAfialetltohyltkeWitrhysleae,asnitcwielrdew asell
lecnve Service Board
headquarters.
al draft
will
the new order
exquota
July
e big
leave here on the 28th
July
t determined. The
completed,
not been
oung, said Wednesday,
for
ot be until deadline
passed.
is
als
headquarters ordered
called in the following
t, single men with no
ti; second, single men
not contribute to the
rt but who have de
third, single men who
ndents and contribute
ar effort; fourth, marwithout children who
engaged in war work;
ied men without childcontribute to the war
th, married men living
ir wives and children
engaged in war work;
men living with wives
dren and engaged in war

Richard Only
Not Army Des
Richard Hollow
became Princeto
Soldier last we
used to be Jan'
Farmers Nationa
Uncle Sam took
hen he got lost
amin Harrison,
He was induct
ville three wee
tween that city
diana camp, his
lost and so did
Papers turned
Richard until, It
serter, he finall
drifting about th
Now he's home
furlough.

Princeton
Is Seriousl
Jimmie O'H
Fractured H
Near Owe

Jimmie 0.11ar
son of Mr. an
O'Hara, was serio
the Boy Scouts' C
Memorial
Hogg
Owensboro, Tues
ported to have s
pound fracture of
Young O'Hara
with a group of
accident occurred.
to Davies Count
treatment. His p
for Owensboro I
Jimmie is
Scout having won
married
classed as a
for excellent w
trant must have been
the seventh gra
1941,
December
8,
before
school.
turn to back page)
A total of 17
ton Troop, dir
and
Templeton
Ramage, went
camp this year
Long, Burnell
Whitsett, Wayne
Harralson, Bob
• Walker Named
Cameron,
e-Leader Of Carlisle bell
William Clyde
ange Post
Cunningham, D
Rice, Bil
W. Gowin,
well-known Allen
Jimmie Bu
•n business man and and
and will
an of Caldwell county's July 12
'afternoon.
committee, was elected
nder of Carlisle Orange
f the American Legion
ay night.
Gowin had been serving
t commander since Lieut.
Pool went to the Navy
ctober. Leo. F. Walker,
Bids For P
ton groceryman, was namCemetery
e-commander.
were
officeh elected
Are Reject
Eison, adjutant; J. W.
Payment of
finance officer; Gus
t, service officer; Mack due July 1,
representing
sergeant-at-arms; S. A. and
er, chaplain, and W. E. terest on the cit
of waterworks
historian.
Legion named C. A. Var- was reported at
Kirby Thomas and Mr. session of the C
Mayor Cash
delegates to the State
tion at Louisville, July ing $1,884.64 fro
Nichols' trust f
interest to retir
and interest. T
Boys Camping
executed in 19
uttawa Springs
and represent
Y and Oscar Cantrell, Jim- judgment gran
Franklin, Fred Taylor, Al- well Circuit Co
ike Page, Sammy and Kir- improvement
omas, Albert and John 1928.
an, Jimmie Gray, Harold
Attorney M.
Billy Price, Harold Hollo- P. and J. H. M
and the Rev. J. G. Cothran sewer claim in
among 200 boys, teachers McLin Estate
leaders attending a Royal Reed Company
dors' Camp at Kuttawa was referred to
rat Springs this week. The action.
is sponsored by the WoThe water
to s
authorized
Missionary Union of KenMr. Cothran is leading painting the
morning devotional period bids for painti
residence were
unsatisfactory
's Hopper
be requested.

Cakes
1/
Marshmallow
Spab Arnow .ffle 11 in Is
Elected
Brains
n Commander
LI
Sani Flush
Turnip Greens N°L 1

lb.

BOLOGNA SAUSAGE
(sliced, lb. 20c) whole or half
FRESH PORK BRAINS

Molasses

lb

CHUCK BEEF ROAST
cut from Corn fed beef

Fire, Lightning, Tornado,
Windstorm, Cyclone, Hail

Regulations
arried Men
or Draft

weeki r1
band

MI111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111i111111111111111111111111111111111111111111IMMINI I

E- Fresh

7

REMO

PROMPTLY AND FREE OF
CHARGE.

Everybody Reads The Leader!

C.—

PR/NC a

Thursday, July I),

Interest P
On Water

Accepts
Josition

S Bevis
Hopper, well-known
eton girl,
has accepted a
Ion in the
classification din 0 the
Postoffice Departt at
Washington, D. C. She
stenographer serving under
third assistant
postmaster
ral She
of.
is the youngest
hter
Mr. and Mrs. Porter
Per.

Large Crowd
Liberty Horn
A large crow
tonians and ma
ty, attended H
ices at Liberty
Visitors from
cel Mr. and
Miss Maggie D
non and others

